Who we are
Tiger Brands is one of Africa’s largest listed
manufacturers of fast-moving consumer goods
(FMCG). Our core business is manufacturing,
marketing and distributing everyday branded
food to middle-income consumers. Our portfolio
also includes leading brands in the home,
personal care and baby sectors.

Our vision
To deliver top-tier financial
results and be recognised by all
stakeholders as the pre-eminent
fast‑moving consumer goods
(FMCG) company in South Africa
and most desirable growth
company on the continent.

Our purpose

We nourish and nurture more lives every day.
Our strategy

Our strategy for sustainable profitable growth is supported
by four strategic pillars, underpinned by our core values.

DRIVE GROWTH

BE EFFICIENT

GREAT PEOPLE

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Winning category,
channel and customer
strategies

A cost-conscious
and effective
supply chain

A winning mindset
and great place
to work

Sustainable
company, community
and planet

Our values

1

We treat each
other with care and
respect

2

3

We deliver
with passion and
excellence

Safety and quality
are non-negotiable
for us

4

We embrace
diversity and
inclusivity

5

We act with integrity
and accountability
in all we do

Winning behaviours
Consumer
obsession

On the cover:
Tastic | rice range
Source: Nielsen.

Teamwork

Total rice segment

R5,24bn

Empowered
accountability

Volume share

26,1%

Focused
execution

Value share

30,9%
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United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
The UN SDGs set a long-term agenda to end poverty, protect the planet and
ensure prosperity for all by 2030. In fulfilling our core purpose – to nourish and
nurture more lives every day – Tiger Brands is committed to playing its role in
delivering on these goals. As part of our strategic pillar on Sustainable Future
(see page 18), we have developed a set of commitments and targets relating to
three key focus areas: health and nutrition, enhanced livelihoods, and
environmental stewardship. In meeting these commitments and targets we
believe we will provide a meaningful contribution to the following eleven SDGs:

Our 2020 integrated reporting
process comprises the following
reports:
›› Integrated report 2020:
Provides a succinct review of
our strategy and business
model, operating context,
operational performance and
governance; aimed primarily
at investors, it is written for all
stakeholders who have an
interest in Tiger Brands’
long-term performance.
›› Sustainability report 2020:
Reviews our performance in
managing significant
environmental, social and
governance (ESG) impacts
and addressing sustainability
issues of interest to a broad
range of stakeholders.
›› Consolidated annual
financial statements 2020:
Comprehensive review of our
financial results, with audited
financial statements, prepared
in accordance with IFRS.
These are all available at
www.tigerbrands.com

Navigation
Further reading within
this report
Reference to further
online disclosure
This icon highlights
the direct impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic
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Supporting global initiatives
Tiger Brands takes a collaborative approach to sustainability issues by
actively engaging with various forums:
›› We are a member of the National Business Initiative (NBI), Strategic Water
Partners Network (SWPN) and Business Leadership South Africa (BLSA)
and the Glass Recycling Company (TGRC)
›› Tiger Brands has been independently assessed against FTSE4Good
criteria and has satisfied the requirements to remain a constituent of the
FTSE4Good index
›› We are a member of the Consumer Goods Council South Africa (CGCSA).

Tiger Brands’ 2020
integrated reporting suite
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About this report
Report boundary and audience
This report reviews Tiger Brands’ environmental,
social and governance performance for the period
1 October 2019 to 30 September 2020. It covers
issues of particular interest to stakeholders in the
environmental, social and governance (ESG) aspects
of our operations, including our shareholders,
employees, local communities, non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), investors, customers,
partners, suppliers and government.
This supplementary sustainability report is provided
in an online format, allowing readers to access
specific focus areas or download it as a PDF. The
report should be read in conjunction with our primary
integrated annual report (IR) and our annual financial
statements (AFS), published on our website,
www.tigerbrands.com. The report covers the
activities of all our operations in South Africa, as well
as those in Cameroon, for most indicators such as
people, safety and environment. We do not report on
our associates. The environmental, safety and health
data for the Value Added Meat Products (VAMP)
business are included in this sustainability report.

Reporting framework
The reporting process for all our publications is
guided by the principles and requirements of
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS),
the International Integrated Reporting Council’s
framework (IIRC <IR> Framework), GRI Sustainability
Reporting Standards, the King Code on Corporate
Governance 2016 (King IV™*), JSE Listings
Requirements and the Companies Act 71 2008.

* Copyright and trademarks are owned by the Institute of
Directors in South Africa NPC and all of its rights are reserved.

Board approval
As a board, we have applied our collective mind
to the preparation and presentation of the
information in this report. We believe that the
report addresses all material matters and that it
presents a balanced and fair account of Tiger
Brands’ performance for the financial year ended

Combined assurance

30 September 2020, as well as an accurate
reflection of our strategic commitments. On the

We use a combined assurance model to coordinate
assurance obtained from management, internal and
external assurance providers (see page 2 of the
integrated annual report). We are still in the process of
implementing a centralised data management system,
therefore there has been no comprehensive external
assurance of non-financial data in this report. Selected
external assurance has been done on greenhouse
gases and is available on our website,
www.tigerbrands.com. Once the data management
system is in place and mature, external assurance on
selected key performance indicators will be
performed. For this report, assurance is limited to signoff by chief officers for sections under their control.

advice of the audit committee, the board approved
the sustainability report on 19 November 2020.

Khotso Mokhele

Emma Mashilwane

Chairman

Chair of audit committee

Directors’ responsibility
The Tiger Brands board, supported by the social,
ethics and transformation (SET) committee, has
overall accountability for this report. The board
collectively reviewed the content of this report and
confirms that it addresses our material issues and is
a balanced and appropriate presentation of the
sustainability performance of the group. The board
approved this report on 19 November 2020.
Assisted by a dedicated reporting team, the
committee signed off on the content of the report.

Noel Doyle
CEO
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Our 2020 performance
at a glance
Health and nutrition
› More than 87 million meals delivered, and 74 455 learners supported per day through the Tiger Brands
Foundation
›› Innovation launches including: Addition of juice into the Maynards and Jelly Tots ranges; Launched
lower sugar Jungle cereal bars; Launched Koo Black Beans; Launched Purity Junior Snacking range
suitable for growing little ones, that contain no preservatives, artificial flavours or colourants; Hemp,
Rooibos and Sensitive range launched on Ingrams; Launched Purity Toddler Snacking range with stronger
health credentials for that age group.
› We are proactively driving consumer education through:
–– Jungle Heart Health led communication
–– Ace High Fibre maize meal communication
–– Morvite Immunity campaign
–– Albany enhanced on-pack communication to highlight nutritional benefits.

Enhanced livelihoods
›› R12,3 billion spend during 2020 on BBBEE verified suppliers
›› Strong enterprise and supplier development drive, sourcing wheat, maize and beans from emerging
black farmers
›› R32 million total socio-economic development spend (2019: R32,5 million, 2018: R32 million), reaching
around 100 000 beneficiaries, including ad hoc projects such as Food Forward

Environmental stewardship
›› 4,18% reduction in absolute greenhouse gas (GHG) (Scope 1) emissions, 5,69% reduction in energy
intensity
›› 8,23% reduction in GHG emissions intensity
› Light-weighted a large percentage of our aerosol cans and the food cans thus achieving a
10% reduction in body plate thickness. These are both significant initiatives to reduce our carbon
and packaging footprint
›› 85% of our Beverages bottles now use recycled polyethylene terephthalate (rPET)

Regrettably,

two
one

employee fatalities and
contractor fatality

Lost-time injury frequency rate of

0,34

R4,2 billion
11 188
paid in salaries and benefits to

permanent employees*

R97,3 million

invested
in employee training and development

* Our total workforce in South Africa for FY20 was 15 990 workers, made up of Permanent, Fixed Term Contracts with less than three months and Seasonal
workers.

ABOUT THIS REPORT / OUR 2020 PERFORMANCE AT A GL ANCE / OVERVIEW

›› 8,84% reduction in absolute water use, 5,86% reduction in water intensity
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Group profile
Our core business is providing everyday branded food to large and growing markets through
a unified customer sales team and effective supply chain that leverages the group’s scale. We
target best-in-class profitability, underpinned by a cost-conscious culture and environmental,
social and governance (ESG) principles to create and share value.

Grains

+5%

-14%

Revenue
2019: R13,2 billion

Operating income
2019: R1,4 billion

R13,9bn R1,2bn

Revenue (R’bn)
2020
2019
2018

14
13
13

Operating income (before IFRS 2) (R’bn)
2020
2019
2018

1
1
2

Consumer Brands – Food

+3%

-20%

Revenue
2019: R9,4 billion

Operating income
2019: R1,0 billion

R9,7bn

R830m

Revenue (R’bn)
2020
2019
2018

10
9
10

Operating income (before IFRS 2) (R’bn)
2020
2019
2018

0,8
1,0
1,0

Home, Personal Care and Baby (HPCB)

+5%

-6%

Revenue
2019: R2,7 billion

Operating income
2019: R546 million

R2,8bn

R510m

Revenue (R’bn)
2020
2019
2018

3
3
2

Operating income (before IFRS 2) (R’m)
2020
2019
2018

510
546
341

Exports and International

+4%

-51%

Revenue
2019: R3,2 billion

Operating income
2019: R212 million

R3,4bn

R103m

Revenue (R’bn)
2020
2019
2018

3
3
4

Operating income (before IFRS 2) (R’m)
2020
2019
2018

103
212
320
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Revenue

We have leading positions in most categories
and our iconic brands are well-entrenched with
consumers in South Africa, as illustrated by the
percentage share of market.

Milling and Baking
›

Baking

Milling
›

Flour

›

Maize

›

Sorghum

Groceries
›

Condiments and
ingredients

›

Spreads

›

Canned fruit and
vegetables

Pasta

›

Oat-based
breakfast (Jungle)

›

Rice

Beverages
›

Concentrates

›

Sports drinks

›

Ready-to-drink

Sugar

›

Chocolate

Home Care
›

Sanitary cleaners

›

Insecticides

Baby
›

›
›

Hair care

International
operations

Central Africa
(Chococam)

2019: 46%
2019: 33%
2019: 9%
2019: 12%

●
●
●
●

46%
31%
19%
4%

Grain

27

Maize

11

Flour

28

Bread

34

Cereals

23

Pasta

34

Rice

42

Groceries

39

Spread

38

Condiments
Canned fruit
and vegetable
Snacks and treats

44

Chocolate

12

Sugar

38

Beverages

36

Concentrates

43

Sports drinks

34

Ready-to-drink

17

52
20

Home care

39

Personal care

5

Camphor cream

91

Baby

38

Wellbeing

9

Nutrition

57

Homogenised
baby food

85

Deciduous fruit
›

2019: 44%
2019: 32%
2019: 17%
2019: 7%

Langeberg
and Ashton
Food (LAF)

* Market share limited to South Africa.
Source: Nielsen.

GROUP PROFILE / OVERVIEW

Exports

›

Campho r

Camphor cream
and lotions

47%
33%
9%
11%

Market share %*

Nutrition and
wellbeing

Personal Care

●
●
●
●

Market share %*

Snacks & Treats
›

Grains
Consumer
Brands – Food
HPCB
Exports and
International

Market share %*

Other grains
›

Operating income
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Our business model
Tiger Brands creates value and delivers on its purpose by producing, marketing and
distributing everyday branded food, home and personal care products, predominantly
in South Africa with a growing market presence across Africa.

Social and relationship capital
› Committed workforce
› Investor confidence
› Constructive relationship with
government and regulators
› Positive supplier and customer relations
› Trusted brand and reputation with
consumers and society
› Stable operating context contributing
to sustained market demand

Our people
› Strong and diverse board
› Experienced executive team
› 11 188 permanent employees
(2019: 10 543 permanent)
› Enabling environment
› Adequate governance structures
› Improved reward and personal
development opportunities

Key inputs

Our brand and reputation
› Strong brand and reputation
› Unique product formulations
and trusted recipes
› Research and development capacity
› Governance and business systems

Wheat

Our external
environment
› Muted consumer spend in a
weak economy

Rice

› Increasing competition and
power shifts in food retail
› Changing consumer dynamics
and growing complexity
› Increasing stakeholder pressure
for responsible business
leadership

Maize

Oats

› Covid-19 compounding the
impact of existing trends

Throughput of primary
agricultural products
transformed into

Sorghum

branded food items.

Manufactured capital
› 40 manufacturing facilities
› 29 sites
› Logistics and distribution

Financial capital

Tomatoes
and beans

Fruit
and nuts

› Equity
› Borrowings
› Cash generated from operations

Sugar

Natural resources capital
› Local and imported raw
materials and ingredients
› Water and energy for production
› Fuel (diesel and petrol) for distribution
as well as manufacture
› Fertile soil and conducive
agricultural conditions

Cocoa

Our top 10 risks
1.

Albany route-to-market

2.

Negative impact of
Covid-19

3.

Business continuity
vulnerabilities

4.

Operating environment

5.

Food safety and product
quality

6.

Occupational health
and safety

7.

Information and cyber
security

8.

Data and information risk

9.

Attract and retain critical
skills

10.

Intensifying competition
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Our core target consumers are middle-income consumers, the largest
and fastest growing segment. Our core category is food with immediate
adjacencies in beverages, snacks and treats.

Our revenue streams comprise:

Value chain
activities
Procurement
Procuring raw materials,
ingredients and packaging
from local and international
markets

Our revenue stream

››
››
››
››

Manufacturing
Converting raw materials into
quality food, home and
personal care products, using
Tiger Brands’ proprietary
formulations

Grains (47%)
Consumer Brands (33%)
Home, Personal Care and Baby (9%)
Exports and International division (11%).

Material revenue differentiators
›› The group’s long-standing marketleading position in branded food and
beverages
›› Our “power brands”, most of which are
rated first or second in their respective
categories and that have received many
external awards for being South Africa’s
most loved brands
›› A robust marketing strategy to ensure
our brands remain relevant and
top-of-mind, supported by increased
and targeted investment
›› Far-reaching distribution capabilities
›› The strength and quality of our
relationships with our customers
›› Strong consumer insights informing
category strategies.

Social and relationship
✓ Provision of affordable nutrition
✓ Economic opportunities across
value chain
✓ Community impact of operations
✗ Contribution to non-communicable disease
Outcomes on page 16 (IR).

Our people
✓
✓
✓
✗

Investment in employee skills and motivation
Investment in employee health and safety
Enhanced employee and board diversity
Some negative health and safety incidents

Outcomes on page 16 (IR).

Our brand and reputation
✓ Investment in maintaining brand equity
✓ Innovation launches including in health and
nutrition, value and convenience

Milling and Baking

Outputs

Research and development
Monitoring consumer tastes
and trends, and investing in
product and process research
and development, to ensure
that we maintain a leadership
position

Packaging and logistics
Packing our products in
branded packaging, and
distributing these products as
efficiently as possible to
consumers through a network
of customers that include
retailers, wholesalers and the
general trade

Groceries
Snacks & Treats

Manufactured capital

Beverages

✓ Investment in modernising plant
and equipment
✗ General wear and tear/depreciation

Home, Personal Care and Baby

Outcomes on page 17 (IR).

Financial capital

Our cost streams

Our most significant cost streams
are:
››
››
››
››
››
››
››

Raw material procurement
Employee wages and benefits
Sales and distribution expenses
Electricity and fuel
Marketing expenses
Regulatory compliance costs
Maintenance and upgrading of plant and
equipment
›› Other administrative costs.

Material cost differentiators
›› Our ability to leverage scale through
a centralised procurement hub
›› Standardisation and simplification of
group processes, systems and practices.

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Dividends
Return on net assets
Return on equity
Return on invested capital (ROIC)
Favourable funding terms

Outcomes on page 17 (IR).

Natural resources
✓ Investments in numerous mitigation measures
✓ Innovation in products, processes and
consumption
✗ Raw material extraction
✗ Energy use and GHG emissions across
value chain
✗ Water use and potential contamination
✗ Habitat impacts across supply chain
✗ Environmental incidents
Outcomes on page 17 (IR).

OUR BUSINESS MODEL / OVERVIEW

Marketing and branding
Supporting these activities
with our strategic marketing
and branding initiatives, and
our focused corporate social
investment activities

Other grains

Key outcomes

Outcomes on page 16 (IR).
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Our response
to Covid-19
The role of Tiger Brands as an essential service provider during Covid-19, has highlighted the
importance of our business as a key contributor to food and nutrition security in South Africa.
People are our biggest asset; they shape and drive the success of our business.

The same communities that nurture
our employees, host the customers
and consumers who facilitate
demand for our products. Without
looking after our employees and
extended community, it is impossible
for our business to thrive. Similarly,
we cannot deliver on our purpose
without responding to the social and
environmental challenges that
emerge in our operating environment.
Now more than ever before, we are
driven “to nourish and nurture more
lives everyday”.

Our
experience:
Our experience of this
crisis has affirmed
the development of
our 2019 Sustainable
Future strategy,
which contextualises
and strengthens our
Covid-19 response.
It sets us on the path
to growing Tiger
Brands as a business
that is both future-fit
and fit-for-purpose.

See page IFC – Who We Are
See page 28 – Operating
Environment in IR
Covid-19 emerged as an
unprecedented crisis, driving new
and amplifying existing risks to the
business. Our sector has generally
been less impacted than others, yet
the challenges have remained
significant. In addition to the direct
threat to business continuity and
profitability, the crisis has deepened
complexity in our operating
environment, amplified intense
competition in the food sector,
pressurised our occupational-health
and food-safety performance, and
forced us to take-on the risks and
rewards of an accelerated digital
transformation. Nationally, the
pandemic has further weakened our
economy, wrought new changes to

already muted and shifting consumer
spending and exacerbated broader
patterns of unemployment, poverty,
inequality and hunger. Activism
has been re-ignited through this new
struggle, and this has amplified calls
for business to “lead with purpose”
and participate multi-stakeholder
efforts to “build back better”.

These patterns look
set to remain over the
medium to long term and
we cannot ignore them
in our forward-looking
strategies to create
value. Our experience of
this crisis has affirmed
the development of
our 2019 Sustainable
Future strategy, which
contextualises and
strengthens our Covid-19
response. It sets us on
the path to growing Tiger
Brands as a business
that is both future-fit
and fit-for-purpose.
See page 18 –
Our Sustainability Strategy
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“At Tiger Brands, our people are our biggest asset.
Through them, we deliver on our purpose to nourish
and nurture more lives everyday. The wellbeing of our
staff and their families is therefore extremely important
to us. We are committed to providing a safe working
environment and protecting all employees from harm
as far as reasonably possible and have introduced
very rigorous measures to help protect all our people
throughout this pandemic.”
Tiger Brands Covid-19 safety packs
At a time when the rate of Covid-19 infections was high and job losses
escalating, Tiger Brands provided Covid-19 safety packs to all staff and their
families, through an initiative designed to support safety, job creation and social
inclusion. Each safety pack consisted of branded face masks, bottles of hand
sanitiser, and a Covid-19 safety information booklet (also available online and
in five languages).

In the event of a positive
Covid-19 case, we:

›› Ensure compliance with
government regulations and
protocols
›› Conduct a certified
decontamination process
›› Facilitate contact-tracing to
prevent further spread

›› Cover the costs of our Covid-19
tests
›› Ensure no loss of income during
a Covid-19-related absence
›› Provide access to 24-hour
counselling support
›› Keep the DoH, NICD and our
union partners informed of the
situation

The Skills Village supported Tiger Brands to manage the project, so that the
positive impact on safety was extended to job creation and social inclusion.
Tiger Brands’ order of 30 000 masks through the House of Monatic in Cape
Town, helped employ 500 staff; 85% of whom are women from surrounding
communities such as Elsies River, Parow and Bellville. The cloth bags that held
the safety items were made by Intando-Yesiswe and the Hop Manufacturing
Sewing Primary Cooperatives, while Ishishini Secondary Cooperative packed
the bags and kept a count of progress. These activities supported the
employment of 20 staff; 90% of whom are black women.
The project forms part of a series of Covid-19 initiatives undertaken by Tiger
Brands, aimed at keeping our employees safe and continuing our community food
support. The project was funded from a portion of the salaries voluntarily forfeited
by our Exco and board members, providing an example of how our societal
purpose – to nourish and nurture more lives everyday – inspired the actions of
our leadership in their efforts to navigate the business through this crisis.

Tiger Brands remembers

We have valued the service of these employees and
the unique magic they brought to our team. We will
remember them all – may they rest in peace.
Cynthia Kalipha (Paarl jam factory), Attie Swart (L&AF), Bulelelo Mangcala (L&AF),
Agnes Molapi (HPC Isando), Julia Maseyimane (Milling Hennenman), Andre Kana
(L&AF), Gcobani Honono (Albany Margate), Basil Grove (Culinary Vegetable Unit),
Alpheus Ramoraswi (Culinary Labelling Unit), Simon Mflathelwa Mashiane
(Boksburg Culinary), Mantoa Lacky Makhubalo (Boksburg Culinary).

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19 / OVERVIEW

During the period, Tiger Brands conducted 5 383 Covid-19 tests and
had 981 positive cases. It is with deep sadness that we report the loss
of 11 of our employees to Covid-19 this year. Throughout the months of
the crisis, we observed moments of silence across the group in
remembrance of those recently lost.
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Our response to Covid-19 continued

Tiger Brands responded deliberately to the Covid-19 pandemic
Our approach

Objectives

Fundamentals

Structures

›› Ensure the availability
of our products

›› Ensure senior oversight on
plans and actions

›› Exco Coronavirus Task Team that
meets regularly

›› Keep our employees safe

›› Develop a clear understanding of
Covid-19 and its transmission

›› Emergency Response Plan (ERP)
to guide our business units

›› Align with government regulations
and protocols

›› OHSA-approved risk assessments
conducted at each site

›› Continual monitoring of the situation
and our performance

›› Business Continuity Plans (BCPs)
for all operations

›› Continual engagement with internal
and external stakeholders

›› Specific health and safety protocols
implemented at all sites

›› Continual adaption and re-prioritising
the safety of our people

›› Strong disciplinary action for
employees in breach of safety
protocols

›› Continue our community
food support

›› Whistleblowing facility
(www.tip-offs.com) fully operational
for reporting violations
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Our actions

1

Ensuring the availability of our products
To ensure the availability of our products, we have taken actions across our supply chain to:
›› Understand our exposure and
address anticipated shortages
›› Ramp-up manufacturing of
essential products
›› Support suppliers with
awareness-raising, PPE
and financial planning

2

›› Work with suppliers, logistics
and customers to buffer stock
and limit disruptions

›› Evaluate alternative sourcing
options for all impacted
materials

›› Kick-off the design of resilient
future supply chains

Keeping our employees safe
To keep employees safe, we have taken actions to:
›› Increase communication and
awareness efforts
to employees

›› Prioritise digital meetings and
work-from-home where
possible

›› Increase health screening and
testing for all staff
at all sites

›› Procure private transport for
staff at our factories

›› Institute a travel ban and
suspend all in-person training
events
›› Manage shifts to ensure social
distancing on-site

3

›› Understand our flexibility to
redirect materials to alternate
manufacturing sites

›› Provide masks and hand
sanitisers to staff and their
families
›› Implement daily deep-cleaning
protocols across all factories
›› Ensure rigorous daily hygiene
and sanitisation protocols

›› Enhance communication of
health and safety awareness
›› Provide additional access to
wellness support services
›› Adapt leave policies to
accommodate Covid-19related absences
›› Implement a phased
reintegration plan
›› Implement a Covid-19
employee incentive during
the 21-day lockdown

Continuing our community food support
To continue our community food support, we:
›› Freed-up R3,5 million in capital
through voluntary salary
sacrifices from our senior
leadership

›› Adapted our School Nutrition
Programme to distribute
15 000 food hampers to
homebound school children
(Tiger Brands Foundation)

›› Donated R9 million worth of
bread to various organisations,
including to frontline healthcare
workers at Charlotte Maxeke
and Nelson Mandela Children’s
Hospitals and others
›› Re-focused our distribution of
near-dated stock and donated
1 000 units of hand sanitiser
and 10 000 food hampers to
vulnerable communities by
Food Forward SA

›› Published press releases to
allay public fears of food
shortage and calm panic
buying
›› Supported job creation
through the manufacture of
Tiger Brands Covid-19
safety packs

OUR RESPONSE TO COVID-19 / OVERVIEW

›› Assisted our partners with an
additional 12 000 food
hampers through our Family
Food Programme, with a total
of 105 648 hampers
distributed this year

›› Continued our support of
4 500 students through our
Plates4Days programme
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Chairman of the social,
ethics and transformation
(SET) committee review
The social ethics and transformation (SET) committee that I chair is the primary
mechanism for ensuring independent oversight and monitoring of Tiger Brands’ social
and ethical performance.
In accordance with the expectations of the King IV Code on Corporate
Governance, issues under our remit include organisational ethics and
whistleblowing, responsible corporate citizenship and sustainable development,
broad-based black economic empowerment, stakeholder relations, and
monitoring relevant regulatory developments to ensure compliance. Although
most of the company’s corporate social investment (CSI) activities are managed
independently through the Tiger Brands Foundation, and no Tiger Brands
director sits on the Foundation’s board, we monitor its activities and have direct
oversight of those CSI activities that fall within Tiger Brands itself.

Maya Makanjee
Chairman of the social, ethics and
transformation committee

The SET committee also receives and considers reports from the risk
and sustainability committee relating to the environmental, health and
safety issues under its remit. Between us, we review the material
environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks and opportunities
impacting the business, give guidance to the CEO and executive team
on managing these issues, and review and report on performance
progress to the board.
Recently we have seen ESG issues gaining increasing prominence in
boardrooms globally, moving beyond the traditional focus on compliance with
governance requirements, to a more nuanced consideration of a company’s
roles and responsibilities in addressing social and environmental challenges.
This shift is being driven by an increase in investor interest, and growing
consumer awareness and stakeholder activism, as well as by a deepening
appreciation within boards on the materiality of ESG risks and opportunities.
Effective ESG management is no longer simply about doing the “right” or ethical
thing, it’s about recognising that these issues can have a significant bearing on
the company’s ability to protect and create value. It is becoming increasingly
clear that managing these issues proactively and effectively is directly aligned
with the best interests of the company and its shareholders.
It is this understanding of the strategic value of ESG issues that has informed
Tiger Brands’ commitment to promoting sustainable development as one of the
four pillars of its overall growth strategy. The Sustainable Future pillar that was
substantially revised and approved by the board last year, includes commitments
in three focus areas: health and nutrition, enhanced livelihoods and
environmental stewardship. These are the three areas where Tiger Brands
believes it can harness its core activities, as Africa’s largest food company, to
most effectively contribute to the UN Sustainable Development Goals. These
commitments are not only about minimising impacts, managing risk, or
protecting reputation, they’re also about delivering profitable opportunities
through the development of innovative business solutions, such as nutritious
and affordable food products.
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In this report, Tiger Brands’ third annual sustainable
development report, we review the company’s progress
on these commitments. While it is pleasing to see the
initial progress that has been made this year, despite
the significant disruptions associated with the Covid-19
pandemic, there is much that still needs to be done
to ensure that all these commitments are fully realised.
The company’s response to the Covid-19 pandemic
understandably occupied a significant amount of our focus
and effort this year. It has been incredibly encouraging to
see the leadership and dedication shown by the CEO and
his executive team in rallying behind government’s call to
promote stability and safety during the pandemic. I believe
that the team has done commendable work in its threepronged response: protecting the health and wellbeing of
the company’s employees, ensuring a reliable supply of
product during the lockdown, and increasing community
food support for those most in need.
In addition to introducing strict hygiene protocols and
employee safety measures, the company was proactive
during the lockdown period in providing essential workers
with support such as private transport and additional
income through a special incentive provision. The response
of employees has been incredible and played a key role in
ensuring that Tiger Brands played its part in maintaining
food security during the lockdown. In this context, it is
deeply regrettable to report that 11 employees died as
a result of contracting the virus. My heartfelt sympathies
are extended to all of the affected families.

Beyond these Covid-19 relief initiatives, and as part
of its commitment to improving livelihoods and
driving economic transformation in South Africa,
Tiger Brands has continued to leverage the
substantial influence that it has through procuring
roughly 1,7 million tons of agricultural commodities
this year, with approximately 63% from local
suppliers.
An important development this year was the launch of the
Dipuno ESD Fund, with an initial capital investment of
R45 million to provide loans and technical support to
black-owned and black women-owned small enterprises
and smallholder farmers, complemented by the
establishment of a business incubator to support emerging
black farmers and agri-processing enterprises. It is through
the company’s core activities as a food producer that it has
the greatest capacity to effect meaningful change, and it is
encouraging to see how Tiger Brands is using its influence
to promote inclusive economic participation.

I have been particularly encouraged by the
collaborative work that is being done to address
both plastic packaging and food waste, and I look
forward to seeing some concrete outcome to these
recently established partnerships soon.
An area of ongoing concern relates to the high number
of violent route-to-market incidents, as well as the
opportunities to further improve occupational safety. It
saddens me to report that there were three work-related
fatalities this year: two Albany employees were killed in
separate incidents while delivering bread, one in a motor
vehicle accident and the other in a fatal shooting, and
a contractor to Davita Trading suffered fatal injuries
when a machine he was installing fell on him. My sincere
condolences go out to the families. The company is taking
steps to minimise the potential for future incidents of such
nature and is continuing its activities more broadly on
occupational health and safety.
Delivering on Tiger Brands’ Sustainable Future strategy,
and its targets for driving positive social and environmental
change as well as create long-term value, is going to take
time. Given the hugely challenging economic outlook over
the short to medium term, and the understandable
pressure that the company is facing to deliver a step
change in financial performance, this will require
strong leadership. We will need to show the humility to
acknowledge and learn from past mistakes, be willing to
be fully transparent in disclosure, and embed an authentic
purpose-led culture across the organisation. I am confident
that under our new leadership team we are going to make
valuable progress in the years ahead.

Maya Makanjee
Chairman of the social, ethics and transformation
committee
30 November 2020
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In its response to the pandemic’s profound impact on
livelihoods, the company substantially augmented its
existing food and nutrition programmes for families,
scholars and university students, and also extended
these to include nutritional support for frontline healthcare
workers and hospitals.

We have seen some similarly positive signs this year in the
initial delivery of its other key sustainability commitments.
On health and nutrition, for example, Tiger Brands has
updated its nutritional standards against global guidelines
and begun to assess its product range against these
standards. It has launched several new nutritious and
affordable products and taken steps to prioritise its
innovation pipeline to align with the health and nutrition
strategy. In addition to ensuring full compliance with the
sodium and sugar tax regulation, it has achieved significant
sugar reduction across products in the bakery, cereals and
beverages portfolios. On environmental stewardship, while
there were some delays due to the pandemic, there has
been some reassuring continued progress in improving
energy and water efficiency, reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, and minimising waste.
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Chief executive
officer’s review
This is Tiger Brands’ third annual sustainability report. The report outlines our governance
response and strategic commitments to sustainable development, and reviews our
performance in delivering on these commitments, as well as on our most material
environmental, social and governance (ESG) impacts. Publication of the report reflects the
company’s commitment to enhanced transparency and accountability.
Informing our sustainability response is the clear understanding that this is
explicitly in the company’s best long-term interest. For Tiger Brands to flourish
into its second century, we need a healthy workforce and consumer base, a
strong economy with robust institutions, and a sustainable natural resource base;
protecting these is as much a financial necessity as it is a moral imperative. In
addition to helping us protect value – by protecting the resources and
relationships we rely on, managing risk and reputation, and delivering improved
efficiencies – sustainability is also about creating value. Increasingly we are
seeing opportunities for profitable growth, for example through innovations in
nutrition and the circular economy, or by developing socially inclusive
partnerships across our value chain. Simply put, sustainability is smart business.

Responding to the Covid-19 pandemic
Noel Doyle
Chief executive officer

The company’s performance this year, on all issues, has been impacted by
Covid-19. The pandemic has highlighted some of the deep structural inequalities
within South Africa and reminded us how these impact all of us. But the
pandemic has also shown us how we can pull together – as individuals,
businesses and communities – and reaffirmed the role that we can and should
play to “build back better”. I have been incredibly heartened by the nature of the
Tiger Brands’ response to the pandemic, and how we pulled together, acting
positively and proactively to keep each other safe, to ensure the continued
availability of affordable nutrition, and to increase food support to communities
most in need.
The company acted rapidly to protect the wellbeing of employees, prioritising
remote working where possible, and introducing rigorous screening, testing and
hygiene protocols for staff at our essential services sites, accompanied by
funding private transport and a special incentive for essential workers during the
lockdown. In the context of these profound challenges, the response of our staff
was superb, with record levels of attendance during the first six weeks of
lockdown, notwithstanding the restructuring and leadership transitions being
undertaken at the time. Despite our various efforts, I am saddened to report that
11 of our employees died after contracting the virus. I extend my deepest
sympathies to the families of all those who have been severely affected.
Following the government’s strict lockdown requirements in South Africa in April
2020, we were quick to respond to initial panic buying and pantry loading, by
ensuring a continuous supply of product, taking measures to ensure product
safety, working with suppliers, logistics and customers to limit disruptions, and
providing effective communication to address concerns around food security.
These efforts were accompanied by a strengthened focus on our numerous
community food and nutrition programmes for families, school children and
frontline healthcare workers and hospitals.
The role of Tiger Brands as an “essential service provider” highlighted the
importance of our business as a key contributor to food and nutrition security in
South Africa, and it reminded us of our particular responsibilities in protecting the
wellbeing of our employees and communities. This has brought new life to the
societal purpose at the heart of our company, “to nourish and nurture more lives
everyday”, and to delivering on our strategic commitment to sustainable
development.
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Our commitment to a Sustainable Future

Our strategic enablers

Last year, we completed a comprehensive review and
update of our five-year growth strategy in which we agreed
a clear set of commitments for each of our four strategic
pillars: Drive Growth, Be Efficient, Great People and
Sustainable Future. The Sustainable Future pillar outlines
our commitments and targets in three priority focus areas
– health and nutrition, enhanced livelihoods, and
environmental stewardship – where we believe Tiger
Brands can make the most meaningful intervention, as
Africa’s largest food company, in addressing some of the
significant societal challenges facing our markets and
contribute to the UN Sustainable Development Goals.

Delivering on these priorities requires a continued focus on
instilling the right culture, ensuring robust food quality and
safety systems, protecting employee health and safety, and
maintaining good governance, all reviewed in more detail in
this report. There are two issues to mention briefly upfront.

While our most immediate priority this year has been on
addressing the significant commercial exigencies facing
Tiger Brands, we did not lose sight of our strategic
commitments to a Sustainable Future, and it is
encouraging to see the progress made this year in each
of the three focus areas.

Enabling health and nutrition

South Africa’s population is one of the least healthy
globally, with high levels of obesity, lifestyle-induced
non-communicable disease, and persistent hunger and
malnutrition, all trends that have been amplified by
Covid-19. In this context – and given our role as a leading
company in South Africa’s food system – we recognise our
responsibilities, and the opportunities, in promoting health
and nutrition. We have made progress this year in better
enabling consumers to improve their health and wellbeing
by providing products that are more nutritious and
affordable, developing best-in-class nutritional standards,
and leveraging the company brand and marketing activities
to promote consumer nutrition (see page 23).

Enhancing livelihoods

Given the existing challenges in the South African
economy, characterised by high levels of unemployment
and inequality, and worrying growth prospects, we have
committed to improving the livelihoods of thousands of
people by providing opportunities across our value chain
for inclusive economic participation. This includes a
specific focus on supporting black/black-women farmers
and enterprises, through our supplier and farmer
development programmes, and our preferential
procurement policies. Our progress this year has been
driven through our enterprise and supplier development
fund, agriculture aggregator model, preferential
procurement activities, and ongoing social investment
and community food support (see page 27).
Healthy ecosystems are the foundation of a secure food
supply. Recognising the significant environmental impact
of the agri-food value chain, both globally and nationally,
we have committed to improving our environmental
performance by implementing innovative solutions that
optimise energy and water consumption in our operations,
reduce the negative impacts of packaging, and minimise
waste, effluent and emissions. We made some progress
this year in reducing the footprint of our operations,
focusing on the most material issues: improving energy
and water efficiency, reducing greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions, and striving for zero waste to landfill operations
(see page 22).

The second issue to highlight is our continued strong
emphasis placed on food safety and quality throughout the
year, and the various measures we have taken to ensure
that we have robust management systems, qualified
people, and a strong quality culture embedded across the
organisation. We have further strengthened our audit and
assessment processes, achieving external certification for
all our manufacturing facilities against globally recognised
food safety standards such as FSSC 22000 and HACCP,
and started the certification process for our warehouses.
It is encouraging to report that we maintained an improving
trend on our quality KPIs, ending the fiscal year with zero
public recalls, a 25% reduction in market-place incidents
and another 5% reduction in consumer and customer
complaints.

Appreciation
This has been an incredibly eventful and challenging first
period as CEO of Tiger Brands. Despite the significant
challenges, at a personal level it has also been stimulating,
thanks to the incredible dedication and support provided
by Tiger’s employees and my colleagues on the executive
team and board, particularly in their response to Covid-19.
We face some challenges ahead, but I am confident that
together the company’s employees and leadership teams
will ensure that Tiger Brands delivers on its potential in
creating long-term value.

Noel Doyle
Chief executive officer
30 November 2020
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Reducing our environmental footprint

Firstly, on employee health and safety. While Tiger’s
response to protecting employees during the pandemic
has been admirable, we still have work to do in areas of
our occupational health and safety. I am saddened to
report that there were three work-related fatalities this year.
In February 2020, Adam Makhado was involved in a motor
vehicle accident, and in July 2020, Mboniseni Innocent
Sithole was shot dead in an attempted robbery in
Daveyton. Both were employees of Albany and were
delivering bread at the time of the incidents. In October
2019, a contractor to Davita Trading, Kuda Sithole,
suffered fatal internal injuries when the machine he was
attempting to install fell on him. My sincere condolences
go out to the families. We have provided support and
counselling to the families of our employees and are
implementing appropriate response measures to minimise
the potential for future such incidents.

